Additional Location Options
Mountain View
Spectacular views of the Rocky Mountains set on a lush grassy area make our “Mountain View” spot a beautiful
choice for a short ceremony, or rent the area for an event with 400+ participants.
Mountain View is the location to the west of the Driving Range near the golf course’s 1 st tee. Price includes
rerouting golf activities for a period of time.

Short Ceremony
Start your wedding with a ceremony that has Colorado’s natural majesty on display, then adjourn to the manor
house and estate for the reception.







$850 rental fee
Total time allowed: 75 minutes. This includes 30 minutes for guest seating, 30 minutes for the ceremony,
and 15 minutes for guest exit toward Haystack Hearth. Renters sign an agreement requiring that they
start and end the ceremony on time or get charged $250 per 15-minute increment.
Chair Rental: Haystack Hearth cannot provide more than 100 chairs (with linens) at this location, and
there is an additional cost of $2/person setup fee. Alternatively, you may instead use RC Special Events for
chair rental.
Haystack Hearth provides an usher to assist with giving directions to golfers and wedding guests
Renter’s wedding planner must have toured the area and gotten instructions during the walk-through,
the rehearsal, and be present the day of the ceremony
Recommendations: Provide parasols or misters to help with sun/heat, wireless speakers for the officiant,
generator for amplified music, and allow for extra time to setup and tear down for décor

Longer & Larger Events
Interested in a larger event involving over 400 people, or do you simply want to keep the mountain backdrop a part
of your reception? Call us for rates and details regarding this special spot.




$800/hour rental fee until sunset, $100/hour starting at sunset
Tent is required
Ask about renting the entire golf course for the day

Creekside
Nestled against the peaceful embankment of Lefthand Creek, this intimate venue is perfect for cocktail hours,
elegant mixers, or a relaxing retreat near the burbling stream.




Creekside is open to Haystack Hearth guests to stroll and take pictures at no additional cost. However, to
use this location for cocktail hour, ceremony, or any event in which power or equipment setup is
necessary, there is an additional charge.
$100/hour per 50 people fee for Haystack Hearth renters that want to use Creekside for cocktail hour,
ceremony, or any event in which power or equipment setup is necessary.

Clubhouse
Continue the reception past 10 pm by making use of the Haystack Mountain Golf Course clubhouse, offering
indoor and outdoor seating for a casual tavern-style atmosphere.





$100/hour rental fee for every 50 guests (call for further restrictions and considerations)
Renters may transfer open bar alcohol to the clubhouse at a $50 transfer fee (or utilize your caterer)
Vendors, including the DJ/band, must be coordinated on a case-by-case basis
Play on the lit Driving Range can be purchased at a 25% discount

